FACULTY : INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS RELATIONS
LEVEL B2
Name: _______________________________ Score: ____________/100
LISTENING

READING

USE OF ENGLISH

WRITING

SPEAKING

Task 1 ___________/20
LISTENING
Track 7

A
Listen to a phone conversation between Susan, a customer, and Martin, a customer service representative.
Choose the correct word(s) to complete each sentence....................
1

Susan has a problem with her (home / mobile) telephone.

2

Susan is a (long-time / new) customer of Martin’s company.

3

Susan says the engineer (repaired / caused) the problem.

4

Martin asks Susan to explain what (happened / made her angry).

5

The problem is that one of her telephones (is missing / doesn’t work).

6

Martin wants to (clarify / summarise) that the engineer left without repairing the phone.

7

The engineer told Susan she needed (to schedule another visit / write a letter of complaint).

8

Martin (shows / doesn’t show) empathy.

9

Martin (doesn’t understand / understands) the problem very well.

10

Martin (will / won’t) try to solve the problem today.

Track 8
B
Listen to an interview with Vic Wurzel, CEO of Chapman Laney, a financial services firm. Choose the best
word(s), a, b or c, to complete these sentences....................
1

Vic Wurzel arrived at Chapman Laney
a) before

2

a crisis.

b) during

Chapman Laney was originally

c) after

.

a) a management consultant b) an investment bank
3

Chapman Laney had problems because it took too many
a) risks

4

When he arrived, Wurzel

Chapman Laney was founded in

Wurzel wants to

The company lost

c) 1954

b) decrease

c) maintain

b) steady growth

.
c) huge cost reductions

in 2007.
b) $3.5bn

c) $350m

Chapman Laney’s situation improved after
a) it was taken over by

10

b) 1945

From 2003 to 2006, the company was trying to achieve

a) $5.3bn
9

c) transferred

the risk his company takes.

a) spectacular profits
8

b) hired
.

a) increase
7

c) losses

500 employees.

a) 1935
6

.

b) loans

a) fired
5

c) a corporate advisor

Roberts Ferguson.

b) it rejected a takeover bid by

c) it took over

Wurzel says that opportunities like the Roberts Ferguson takeover are
a) unusual

b) common

.

c) rarely successful

1

Task 2 _____________/20
READING
A Read the two articles. Match each heading (a–j) with the correct section in the articles...................
a)

No to make-up, yes to moisturiser and shaving

b)

Use an arrivals lounge

c)

Plan your schedule

d)

Pack efficiently

e)

Take the right technology

f)

Don’t work on the plane

g)

Wear the right clothes

h)

Take time to readjust

i)

Fly business, drink water

j)

Keep fit

2

READING
B

Read the article................

3

Choose the best word or phrase, a, b or c, to complete the sentences. ................

1

In the first paragraph, the seven people are

a) analysing
2

b) writing a press release about

The crisis is

a) an explosion at a plant

b) a terrorist attack

The seven people are

a)

college students

4

The people discussing the crisis

5

c) inventing

.

3

a) are very serious about it

a crisis situation.

c) a kidnapping

taking a course.

b) experienced managers

c) security guards

.
c) don’t know it’s practice

b) are not interested in it

The Edhec criminal risk management course lasts

a) one week
6

b) one month

Bertrand Monnet is

b) a professor

7

company.

a) a security
8

c) one year

.

a) a security manager
Acergy is

.

c) a student at Edhec

b) an equipment supply

Nicolas Krmic

c) a consulting

.

a) used to be a business student b) teaches at Edhec
9

Krmic says that security

a) has become
10

Risk management involves

a) releasing information about

c) manages crises every day

a core business topic.
b) has always been

c) may never be

crises.
b) predicting and preparing for

c) always avoiding

Task 3 ____________/20
USE OF ENGLISH

A Choose the correct word or phrase to complete each sentence…………..
1.
2.
3.

The image of the company has changed, following a recent makeover/makeup/makeshift .
The only word which does not collocate with the word ‘market’ is expanding/sluggish/inflated.
I would like to put aside/forward/about the view that inward investment may not always be welcomed by
governments.
4. Successful entrepreneurs usually have public recognition or in other words
achievement/assignment/acknowledgement.
5. The only word which does not collocate with ‘decision’ is collective/critical/limited.
6. We need to defer/overrule/overturn the meeting until other matters have been settled.
7. Although a bit slow at first, the trading took/went/ran off in no time at all.
8. We tend to use the term client/customer/prospect in the service sector.
9. A floatation means that a company runs/issues/lists shares on the stock market.
10. Once the burdens of work start to take their decay/lure/toll on an employee’s well-being, we need to rethink the
whole idea.
B Supply the correct DERIVATIVE of the words in capital letters…………..
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Another term for giving people more control over their work is ______________________ POWER.
Unfortunately, the new manager is _____________________ FLEXIBLE and totally __________________
RELIABLE ; he can never adjust to the circumstances and no one can depend on him.
If a new product is launched, brand _______________________ AWARE has to be built up from zero.
If you have a _____________________ REWARD career, it gives you a lot of satisfaction.
This way of outsourcing is terribly ____________________ EFFICIENT. We need to find an alternative.
Job ________________________ RICH is all about maximizing such factors as skills variety, task identity,
autonomy and others.
I’m afraid that your report is totally _______________________ ACCURATE.
A term ‘______________________ ’LIABLE refers to the amount of money that accompany owes but it can also
mean the legal responsibility for something.

4

9.

Several _________________________ COMPREHEND tests have been carried out in connection with the
programme.
10. Outsourcing is sometimes referred to as ________________________ CONTRACT.

Task 4 ___________/20
WRITING
You represent a firm of venture capitalists. You have investigated three new businesses that are all seeking venture
capital funding. You should recommend the one that is the least risky and offers the best prospects for a good return
on your investment.
Using the notes below, write a memo of 200–250 words to the new business funding committee. Give a brief
assessment of each business and end with your recommendation.

5

